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Editorial

This is the second issue of our second year. Modern Tango World has survived many 
trials and tribulations. But, we are still here. I am very happy to say that the audience 
for modern tango music has substantially grown over the past two years. Modern 
music is now accepted as part of most of the major events, although it is still called 
‘alternative’ and confused with ‘non-tango’.  It has become common practice to play an 
80-20% mix of ‘traditional’ vs. ‘non-traditional’ at many milongas. At festivals, there are 
often seperate rooms or evenings set aside for ‘non-traditional’ tango. 

All of this has led me to believe that we do truly live in the Golden Age of tango. Tango 
has spread around the world in the same way that it did during La Guardia Vieja in the 
1920s & 30s. New tango songs are being written in almost every country. Old songs 
are being given new orchestrations. Modern pop songs are being revised and turned 
into tangos. It’s happening all around the world. The Internet and Facebook have given 
tango a worldwide platform to stand on.

Contemporary tango dance performers and dancers have found audiences almost 
everywhere in the world. But, the circuits remain very disorganized and professional 
booking agents are few. Modern Tango World has developed databases of annual 
events and venues for use by these agents for the development of more efficient cir-
cuits. Please contact us if you are interested in this project.

On a more modest scale, I am conducting a promotional tour for the magazine called 
Milonga2Milonga. Our next step will be across the Central South of the United 
States from Detroit to Miami. The tour is now entering its second year. One of the 
things that I have discovered is the special tandas that are specific to the tastes of the 
local communities. In Mexico, it is not uncommon to have a tanda or two of salsa or 
cumbia, or even danson. In the central part of the US, you can encounter a blues tanda 
or two. This local flavor truly adds a special spice to a milonga and enriches the tango 
dance, in general.  Individual communities then go on to develop styles of their own, 
and contribute to the evolution of a ‘living’ tango.

The editor for this special Montreal/Quebec edition is Jean-Sébastien Viard,  He 
holds a PhD in Biblical Studies from the Université de Montréal, with a specialization 
in exegesis. He is an editor of an interdisciplinary theological journal, and is currently 
editing a special issue that focuses on the relationship between dance and spirituality.  
He turned to tango after many years of salsa, ballroom and other Latin dances. He 
taught ballroom dancing for four years and has been dancing tango for over eight 
years. When he is not teaching or DJing, he is dancing. We are most happy to have him 
edit this edition of Modern Tango World,  and I hope that you will visit Quebec and 
Montreal to enjoy the dancing in this extensive tango community.

In addition to the major feature articles and a guide to Quebec, this issue contains 
a gallery of the Danish visual artist, Bruno Ingemann, and an interview with the 
Norwegian composer and musician, Sverre Indris Joner, the leader and founder of 
Electrocutango 

Thank you for your ongoing support.

rlauzzana@penrosepress.com
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We are always looking for tango 
news and stories from around the 
international tango community.  If 
you would like to join us,  send us 
your stories and news from your 
tango group.  

We welcome your participation in 
this exciting adventure.  

Modern Tango Wor ld

Quebec Special Edition Editor

Jean-Sébastien Viard
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Montréal tango dancers know that their city is special, and they are proud of it.  But, what makes it so special? 
To get the complete answer to that question, we surveyed about twenty-five tangueros and tangueras, focus-
ing on those who travel regularly for tango to and from Montréal.  We got answers from local and visiting 
dancers of all experience levels, from two years to over twenty, amateurs and professionals alike. Clearly, 
there are two main things that stand out for all dancers about Montréal  — the friendliness of the community 
and the variety of activities available.

Tanya, from Rochester, New York, first came to Mon-
tréal during the springtime Bailongo festival in 2014 
and has been returning about once a month since 
then. She calls Montréal dancers supportive, kind and 
inclusive and credits them with making her fall madly 
in love with tango. She says the city has a beautiful em-
brace that offers an overall welcoming feeling.

Aleksis lives in Vermont and has been coming to Mon-
tréal to dance for over a decade. These days he drives 
up to Montréal several times a month. Originally 
from New York City, he has danced tango all over the 
world, but he feels Montréal has a special connection 
to tango. He says:

There is a nice balance between the level of the 
dancers and their personalities. It’s open and friendly, 
a very welcoming place to share close embrace.

A Bountiful Selection
It was widely noted and is widely known that you 
can dance tango every night of the week in Montréal, 
usually with a choice of activities. The city is relatively 
small by big city standards with a metropolitan popu-
lation of about four million and fewer than two million 
in the city proper. But with up to four different places 
to dance on any day of the week, it appears to have 
one of the largest per capita offerings of tango activi-
ties. If you include the schools and activities that have 
sprouted up in the suburbs and neighbouring towns 
in recent years, the choice is even greater.

A Rich History of  Tango
Montréal has one of the oldest tango communities 
in North America. You can dance tango seven nights 
a week today, and you could dance tango seven 
nights a week twenty years ago. 

2018 will mark the official 30th anniversary of Ar-
gentine tango in the city. The tango community has 
grown steadily over the years, evolving and trans-
forming in the process. These days, Montrealers 
sometimes lament the fact that there are too many 
activities going on at once, forcing dancers to choose 
between must-attend options. Because the popula-
tion is not huge, if there are three or four milongas 
on a given evening, there just aren’t enough dancers 
to fill them all. However, visiting dancers cherish this 
abundance. The city is not that big. Most milongas 
are centrally located in the Plateau,  Mile End and 
downtown areas, making it easy to visit more than 
one place in the same evening. 

It is worth noting that Montréal is a quite safe city. It 
is easy to roam the milongas freely.  Anyone can walk 
the streets at night and public transit is highly accessi-
ble.  The excellent Metro system is closed by 1:00 a.m.  
However, there is a network of night buses that run till 
the wee hours. Montréal has a widespread and well-
used Bixi bike-sharing service as well as a couple of 
car-sharing services  — car2go and Communauto. To 
use these services, you normally must register ahead 
of time to have your driver’s license verified.  

Andrea Shepherd & Ksenia Burobina

A City of Plenty

photo by Stephane Wagner
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Taxis are trustworthy and easy to find.  This accessibil-
ity is the icing on the cake for world-travelling tanguero 
Klaus, a fact that places the city in his top three world-
wide. He says:

Montréal is one of the best tango hosts in North 
America and in accessing tango events via the Metro 
system is a huge bonus.  

Visiting dancers also pointed out how affordable tango in 
Montréal is. Admission to most regular milongas is about 
$10. And remember, this is Canadian dollars. Regular visi-
tors from smaller cities in Quebec, Ontario and upstate 
New York and Vermont just adore Montréal. More than 
a few dancers make a two-hour commutes almost 
every weekend to dance at their favourite Montréal 
milongas. Katie from Ottawa says:

It’s great that Montréal has a reputation as a tango 
destination in North America – it attracts good danc-
ers from other cities and so there’s usually a good mix 
of local and visiting dancers.

Aleksis, Katie, Klaus and others have noted that the one 
big negative about Montréal is the roadwork. During 
the summer season, there are many street closures, de-
tours, heavy traffic and difficult parking that can cause 
much delay and frustration for drivers. Once you’ve ar-
rived in Montreal,  it would be a good idea to leave the 
car somewhere and take advantage of that accessible 
public transit system.

How Montréal Ranks
The quantity of tango in Montréal is by no means 
lacking, but how about the quality? Travelling danc-
ers were almost unanimous in ranking Montréal as 
number one in Canada, with most saying it is the 
best or among the best cities in North America and 
more than two thirds even considering it among 
the best worldwide. More than half of respondents 
to our survey ranked Montréal in their top three 
tango cities in the world, listed alongside such plac-
es as Buenos Aires, Berlin and Paris. The quality of 
the venues themselves stands out for both local 
and visiting dancers. Montréal’s milonga organizers 
obviously pay attention to detail, from attractive 
decor to quality flooring and sound.

When it comes to the skill level, it is recognized 
that there are many high-level dancers, among both 
leaders and followers. Paris dancer Émélie visits 
Montréal specifically because one of her favourite 
partners lives there and San Francisco tanguero 
Stuart chose Montréal as a tango destination af-
ter having met two excellent Montréal tangueras in 
Buenos Aires. 

In terms of leaders and followers, several people 
said they appreciate the increasing number of 
dancers who dance both roles, and indeed a few 
respondents to our survey identified themselves as 
both leader and follower. 

Rialto Theater photo by Claude Dumas
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This is a trend that is definitely on the rise here, 
as evidenced by the Queer Tango Festival, which 
celebrated its fourth year in 2016. Some new prác-
ticas have evolved that are specifically designed for 
people who want to dance both roles. The number 
of same-sex couples has grown on every dance 
floor. Émélie from Paris noted the Montréal com-
munity’s openness to role-swapping as one of her 
favourite things about Montréal.  Montréaler Co-
lette regularly dances both roles, and is pleased to 
see more and more dancers doing the same. As 
Klaus says:

There is so much generosity expressed by 
Montréal tangueros in how you are welcomed 
and supported that by the time you leave you 
have a permanent smile of warmth and kind-
ness pinned onto your heart.

On the Menu
Montrealers live in a place where the winters are 
long and the summers all too short. They tend to 
be a little obsessed with being outdoors when the 
weather is nice, and tango dancers are no excep-
tion. During the summer, you can dance at free, 
outdoor milongas five evenings a week.

All dancers have their favourite spots. But one place 
stands out as a clear favourite for the summertime 
outdoor dancing —  Wednesday evenings in Ver-
dun. This scenic waterfront venue draws several 
hundred dancers and onlookers every week from 
May to August. 

As if all this were not enough, an interesting re-
cent trend is the appearance of unofficial milongas, 
sometimes tagged millégales or tango clandestino. 
They are organized informally in public spaces with 
no tango school or milonga organizer behind them. 
This started in the fall of 2012 when a dozen or so 
outdoor-loving dancers decided to keep dancing in 
the open-air Verdun space after the close of the 
official season. Five years later, it is not unusual to 
find as many as 50 dancers sharing outdoor abra-
zos well into October, decked out in parkas and 
dancing by lantern light!

Besides a bounty of weekly activities, summer or 
winter, there are several monthly events that are  
worthy of mention. — The Grand Bal Tango, the 
Neo_Longa and the Red Light Milonga. 

The Grand Bal Tango is organized about once a 
month by dancer Corinne Krikorian and DJ Michel 
Auzat. It is usually held in the ballroom of the centu-
ry-old Rialto Theatre. Located in the cool Mile End 
neighbourhood, the theatre and its rich, neo-baroque 
interior is a historical monument that has been re-
stored and revived. Once or twice a year the ball is 
moved to the St-James Theatre, another iconic build-
ing. While the venues are grand and impressive, the 
welcome at these events is always warm. 

The Neo_Longa, an outside-the-box milonga is held 
on the third Tuesday of each month at Las Piernas, 
an intimate and artistically decorated space in down-
town Montréal. They play all the modern, nuevo and 
alternative music that you could ask for. Live music is 
offered every other month. 

The Red Light Milonga is held the first Tuesday of 
every month in the elegant Espace des Arts. It is cen-
trally located in what was, for decades, Montréal’s red-
light district.

Festivals and Marathons
There are two marathons that are organized in Mon-
tréal — Abrazo Montréal in October and the Montré-
al Tango Rally in December.  In addition, there are six 
festivals during the year. Starting in early March, there is 
the Tanguerafest, organized by MonTango and Grand 
Bal Tango. This celebration of the women of tango is 
held every year near International Women’s Day. 

Also in early May, the Queer Tango Montréal Festival 
is organized by Viva Delorme and Miriam Ginestier. It 
is the first of its kind in Canada. This three-day festival 
favours regional teachers, concepts over figures, and 
the frequent switching of partners and roles. Montréal’s 
queer tango movement took root in 2011, as a fun safe 
space for the LGBTQ community to enjoy tango.

Soon after comes the Festivalito Turco organized by 
Tango Social Club. This unique celebration of tango 
and Montreal multiculturalism underscores Turk-
ish hospitality with workshops and performances by 
guest Turkish maestros and DJs. The event also in-
cludes a Turkish breakfast.

Later in May, the Bailongo Festival, founded by Carol 
Horowitz and Mathieu Brossard, offers a warm and 
down-to-earth atmosphere. It features three guest 
teaching couples, each with their own distinct style. 
The milongas are held in beautiful venues and have 
breathtaking performances.
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In August, the Montréal International Tango Festival, or-
ganized by Tango Libre, is Montréal’s first tango festival, 
having celebrated its fourteenth edition in 2016. Every 
summer, the six-day FITM invites dancers and musicians 
from Argentina and Montréal to perform. In addition 
to the workshops with the guest maestros, there are 
nightly milongas held at the beloved Rialto Theatre and 
free outdoor concerts open to the general public with 
tango shows performed by guest musicians and dancers. 

In the late summer,  visitors can enjoy the Montréal 
Summer Tango Fling (The Fling). This anti-festival is the 
brainchild of a couple of Montréal tangueros. It was 
created in 2006 to encourage out-of-towners to dis-
cover the city’s regular tango spots rather than special 
events like festivals and marathons. The regular milon-
gas are celebrated, highlighted and promoted, with visi-
tors from all over gping milonga-hopping for a week. 

Finally, in October, the Montréal Loves Tango Festi-
val is organized by the Collectivité Tango Montréal 
Buenos Aires. It is held over the Canadian Thanks-
giving weekend, bringing together the Montréal 
schools alongside some of the greatest tango artists 
of our time. A true tango celebration!

Montréal is an artistically and 
culturally rich city, in general. 
There is always a festival of 
some kind going on, whether 
it’s celebrating music, circus, 
dance, theater, cinema, food... 
The Montréal International 
Jazz Festival is one of the 
top jazz fests in the world. 
With all this art and culture, 
tango spreads well beyond 
the milongas and social dance 
scene. Montréal regularly offers 
tango music concerts, dance 
performances, tango painting 
and photography exhibits, film 
projects and discussion groups, 
such as those regularly hosted 
at Las Piernas. 

Tango visitors will love the city itself with its bilingual-
ism, multi-culturalism, European flavor, laid-back atti-
tude, rich cultural scene and, once again, its nice people.

Verdun outdoor milonga, photo by Stéphane Wagner

https://www.facebook.com/AnnaLeonBA/
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France Bonneau

Warm Tango Nights

Whether your tango week starts on Sunday or Monday is of little importance to Montreal. 
There is an exceptional milonga in which to dance every day of the week. While discovering 
the most interesting areas of the metropolis, you can tour the iconic places frequented by the 
tangueras and tangueros of our vibrant community.

Café Domingo
If you feel like dancing on Sunday afternoon you 
will love the Café Domingo milonga organized by 
MonTango, a school that has taken root in one of 
Montreal’s multi-ethnic residential neighborhoods, 
on one of the city’s main commercial arteries. This 
milonga has become for many an after brunch must. 
Andrea Shepherd and Wolf Mercado are this site’s 
warm and friendly hosts. Over coffee and a croissant, 
the morning stretches lazily into the afternoon for 
anyone who wants to dance in a colorful community. 
The room may be small, but it is awash with sun and 
dancers. Adjacent to the impeccable floor, there is an 
area to relax, drink, eat and enjoy the world between 
two tandas. Café Domingo is a very popular, cheerful 
milonga. Dancers of all sorts do not hesitate to min-
gle. It is not uncommon to encounter milongueros 
from other cities mixing with the locals. The cheerful, 
colorful decoration is like the music, combining the 
best classic tango with beautiful modern discoveries. 
The dress code is as casual as a cabeceo. The essence 
of this milonga is its joie de vivre.

Milonga du Dimanche de Tango Rico
On the south side of the St. Lawrence River in Cham-
bly, a milonga is held every Sunday evening that pro-
vides dancers with one of the largest dance floors 
near Montreal. Tango Rico is an established school 
with studios in several cities around the Montéré-
gie area.. The school has held this Sunday milonga for 
over ten years. Caroline Demers personally ensures 
that the welcome is very warm.

The teaching team is regularly on site and meets 
on the sidelines to answer students’ questions. 
Tangueras often invite the tanguero of their choice 
and change partners with each tanda. This practice 
allows dancers to discover each other and adds to 
the cozy atmosphere of the evening. Often, special 
guests are included in the program, such as musi-
cians, orchestras, clothing designers or others. The 
music is varied, including classics and some modern 
orchestras. The dress code is casual. Its personalized 
original touch makes this milonga special.

Milonga Tango Club Rive-Nord
This is a classic milonga held every Sunday eve-
ning with a quiet ambience. Located twenty min-
utes north of Montreal, on a commercial street in 
Sainte-Thérèse, this milonga is organized by Tango 
Club Rive-Nord. It offers dinner and dancing in a 
bar. The room is divided into two parts:. The bar 
area with dinner tables to watch the dancers and a 
wood dance floor, lined with mirrors. This friendly 
community respects the essence of the most tradi-
tional milongas of Buenos Aires, both by the choice 
of music and through respect of cabeceo and traf-
fic codes on the ronda.  Christian Gagnon and 
Diane Rivest insist on a formal dress code, which 
gives panache to the evening during which you can 
eat a full meal, drink and dance. The essence of this 
milonga is definitely the classic and elegant atmo-
sphere that emerges. Tango Club Rive-Nord also 
organizes a milonga at the Grand Studio in Laval, 
on Wednesdays.

MonTango’s Sunday brunch milonga
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Milonga de Las Piernas
Las Piernas offers two milongas, one on Sunday af-
ternoon and a second mid-day on Friday. The venue 
is right in downtown Montreal — the Quartier des 
Spectacles. It is not uncommon to see tangueros and 
tangueras, shoes in hand, trying to catch a tanda at 
lunchtime. The MidiMilonga is a quasi-secret rendez-
vous. Its patrons frequent this milonga with a taste of 
adventure, escaping from the office to satisfy their se-
cret passion. This Is a well decorated small room with 
multiple windows to let the sun to accompany the 
dancers on the wooden dance floor. The smallness of 
the room is largely offset by the largesse and warmth 
of Manuel Soto, Andréanne Bossé and Sylvie Gosselin.

On Fridays, the delicious. Ar-
gentine empanadas and alfajo-
res are a perfect way to return 
to work on a full stomach. The 
music is classically laid out in 
clean tandas. These joyful and 
light afternoon milongas have 
an atmosphere that attracts 
dancers from all of the schools. 
The various styles blend har-
moniously, since the codes of 
tango are respected there. This 
milonga is characterized by its 
shared happiness and freedom.

Tango Social Club Milongas
Every Saturday and Monday, 
the Tango Social Club has a 
milonga in an industrial building 
in the heart of of Montreal’s 
Little Italy. The hostess, Kristin 
Berg decorated this modern 
loft with images of tango greats 
like Carlos Gardel.  It features 
an on-site shop for ladies’ ap-
parel and shoes. The rectan-
gular hardwood dance floor is 
in perfect condition.  The size-
able room is fitted with tables 
and sofas offering several ar-
eas where you can relax and 
socialize, while keeping an eye 
on the dance floor.  The warm, 
welcoming atmosphere and 
thoughtful touches include: 
snack foods, gum, water and 

coffee. The dress code is casual,  but the traffic and 
cabeceo codes are strictly enforced. A spacious, well 
organized locker room is a big advantage in winter. 
These milongas are certainly classics reinvented that 
are filled with buena onda.

Milonga La Noche
According to the organizer, Santiago Gimenez, 
the heart of Buenos Aires beats at this tradition-
al milonga which was recently opened Tuesday 
on Ste-Catherine Street. The room, situated in a 
former post office, is renovated and modern. The 
main  DJ, Guy (El Irlandés) McCrea, plays the great 
classics of the golden age.

photo by Stéphane Wagner
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Evenings are often extended into la noche to the de-
light of dancers. The open, friendly place is designed 
for dancing. The evening includes  complimentary 
buffet and an available full bar. The clientele is eclectic 
and the dress code is casual, but the codes of tango 
are respected here. The intent of this milonga is to 
revive the warm nights of Buenos Aires in Montreal.

Milonga Studio Tango Montréal
This milonga at Studio Tango Montréal has become 
a veritable holy institution in the Montreal tango 
landscape. Dancers of all sorts have shaped the face 
of this mid-week milonga for many years. The frame-
work is in the milonguero tradition, but is is com-
bined with modern comfort. Carol Horowitz, the 
owner, plays a repertoire composed of the greatest 
classics of the tango. The music, like the graciousness 
of the community, attracts many experienced local 
dancers and maestros. The dress code is not rigid, 
nor is the use of cabeceo. But regulars perpetuate 
tradition while being inclusive. The dancers who at-
tend this milonga comply with mastery that rules in 
the ronde. The recently relocated Studio Tango Mon-
tréal is now adjoined to Tango Social Club.  The size 
of the room for this milonga is adjusted to suit the 
number of dancers. This Wednesday milonga at Stu-
dio Tango Montréalundoubtedly reflects the diver-
sity of the community.

École de Tango Tangueria
There are two milongas organized by École de 
tango Tangueria — Milonga de mis Amores  on 
Wednesday and Lo de Laura on Saturday. The lo-
cation is on the promenade Saint-Hubert, a major 
commercial street. 

This is a delightful locale with music coming from 
between restaurants and haberdashery. The abun-
dantly decorated room, with small tables arranged 
on either side of the dance floor is reminiscent of 
milongas in Buenos Aires where time is suspended. 
This is the landmark of experienced dancers who 
have followed the organizers, Montreal tango pio-
neers Laura Eva Steinmander and Paul Montpetit,  
for as long as two decades.. On Saturday afternoon, 
their friendly milonga has carefully chosen classic  
music. Dancers from several communities come 
here to mingle. On the last Saturday of the month, 
the milonga includes a community dinner where ev-
eryone brings a dish to share. The atmosphere is 
that of a very friendly dinner dance. The wooden 
dance floor is lined with mirrors. The codes and 
cabeceo are as casual as the dress code of these 
relaxed afternoons of dancing. 

Milonga Chez Coco
Feel at home at Chez Coco is the motto of this 
milonga held on Thursdays. The evening begins 
with an open class taught by a rotation of teachers 
from local schools.  This enhances this milonga’s 
sense of inclusion. Chez Coco has its home on 
Park Avenue in the Rialto Theatre, a theater in-
augurated in 1924. It has since been declared a 
National Historic Site of Canada. Dancers from 
around Quebec keep coming back to one of their 
favorite DJs, Michel Auzat. He is one of the few 
in Montreal who announce the upcoming tandas 
on the microphone. The smiling welcome from 
Corinne Krikorian is impeccable. She never fails 
to point out the presence of visiting tangueros to 
promote their integration in the milonga. 

http://www.blueinshoes.com
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The rectangular wood floor is in perfect condition 
and lined by small round tables, facilitateing the 
use of cabeceo, which is widespread. The dress 
code is elegant, like the decor, but without being 
too formal. The intent of this milonga is certainly 
to makke the dancers feel at home.

Milonga Bomboncito
This Thursday milonga is held in the same place as 
the Milonga La Noche on Ste-Catherine Street 
E.,  organized by Shakti Lafontan and Danielle 
Achkar It is a gathering place for a young and 
trendy community. As soon as you walk through 
the door, you are struck by the energy of the 
place. The exposed pipes and ducts of this mod-
ern room give the place an industrial look. Com-
fortable seating and mirrors line the wooden 
floor. Coffee and snack foods are available for 
the visitors.  Spectacular dancing is offered by ex-
perienced dancers, some with neo-tango inter-
pretations. The music is classic, but energetic and 
lively. It is a marriage of the classic with a renewed 
energy of the present and still respecting tango 
codes. The traffic on the floor is fluid. and the 
dress code is casual, as is the atmosphere. The es-
sential nature of this milonga is pure energy.

Tango Lounge Milonga
On Friday night, the place to be is the Tango Lounge 
milonga at Air de Tango. Mylène Pelletier organizes 
this elegant and accessible milonga on the second 
floor of a corner building on St-Laurent Boulevard in 
the heart of the city’s Plateau Mont-Royal neighbor-
hood. The milonga is classic and its decor is festively 
decorated with garlands of lights lining the mirrors, 
windows and ceilings, creating a sparkling room with a 
starry sky. The bar is a gathering place for the regulars 
and the music is always classic, showcasing the great 
orchestras. The wooden dance floor is newly restored, 
and the space includes a shoe store where dancers 
can browse for footwear. Tango codes and the cabe-
ceo are enforced and the dress code is dressy. This is 
an elegant, classic milonga in a comfortable lounge.

Milonga de la Esquina
On Saturday, the Milonga de la Esquina holds a small 
but cozy and classic evening at Tango Libre school, 
in the heart of a residential area of   Plateau Mont-
Royal.  Colorful paintings made by a local ar tist pro-
vide a setting with dramatic colors that recall some 
legendary halls of Buenos Aires. The organizer, Tango 
Libre, also organizes the annual Montreal Interna-
tional Tango Festival.

Tango Social Club
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Gerardo Sanchez and Elyse Dagesse organize a 
milonga every Saturday, but the first Saturday of 
the month is called La Milonga Loca (crazy). The 
musical repertoire is entirely nuevo and alterna-
tive, and includes some surprising discoveries. The 
dance floor is not very big, but the wood is impec-
cable. The environment, with its armchairs, sofas 
and bar service, is as relaxed as the codes and 
dress. This is a friendly neighborhood milonga.

The milongas of Montreal are welcoming, inclusive 
and open to the world, as is the city itself. Wher-
ever you come from, whatever role you dance, you 
will be welcomed and considered part of the com-
munity. We are hoping to dance with you soon.

https://www.amazon.com/Tango-Lessons-Music-Bucharest-Social/dp/153081507X/ref=sr_1_9?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1481839029&sr=1-9&keywords=cristea
http://www.montango.ca
https://www.amazon.com/Tango-Nuevo-Carolyn-Merritt/dp/0813042194/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1481839097&sr=1-1&keywords=tango+nuevo
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Tomás Howlin Interview

by Jean-Sébastien Viard

Among all the teachers in the tango world Tomás Howlin is the one that stands out by his unique 
combination of skills, his experience and his outstanding ethics as a teacher.  He is very appreciated 
in North America, and has traveled to many a community to share his knowledge and wisdom. In 
this interview, I ask him to tell us about his own tango learning experience and his vision of the 
Montreal tango community.

MTW: Tomas, you were born and raised in Buenos Ai-
res. I believe it is also where you learned tango. Can you 
give us an idea of your background as well as your early 
days in tango?

Tomas Howlin: Yes, I grew up in Buenos Aires and 
moved to Montreal when I was thirty. I learned my 
tango in Buenos Aires. I was fortunate enough to be-
gin tango when I was young and many of the legend-
ary masters were still alive, teaching, and dancing. I 
learned from Pepito Avellaneda, Pupi Castello, José 
Turco Brahemcha, Juan Bruno and many others. I 
imagine that this scenario may appear charming now, 
but back then it was very challenging.

On the one hand, these people were truly extraordinary. 
It was not easy to learn their ways. Learning from these 
teachers meant I had to hang out with them for hours 
and hours and I would listen to their stories and philoso-
phies on life. Then, maybe if I was lucky, they would show 
something – a step or a movement. I had to be able to 
realize what I was seeing, remember it all. There were no 
smartphones to take a quick video. Then, I tried to do 
it myself. I had to figure out how I was going to absorb 
all this precious information. I decided to simultaneously 
study other dance and bodywork forms to help me un-
derstand and process all the information. I was desper-
ate to find guidance on how to dance as well as those 
people did.  So I signed up for ballet, modern dance, 
contact improv., Feldenkrais, Eutonie, sports coaching. I 
took every movement class I could find.

MTW: What brought you to Montreal and, more im-
portantly, what made you stay all those years?

Tomas Howlin: I came to Montreal following an in-
vitation to teach at Studio Tango. I taught a series of 
workshops in Montreal, Quebec City and Toronto as 
part of one of my North American tours in 1998. I 
simply loved Montreal. I found that it was a perfect 
mix of a North American and European city, and most 
importantly I felt this was a place where immigrants 
were welcome. The tango community, as a whole, was 
also very welcoming to me and my classes. There is 
one more thing that I was impressed with — How 
well developed and organized the tango schools were.

MTW: What is your vision of tango in Montreal? I’m 
referring to the way it is danced, but I’m especially in-
terested in the way it is taught. Is the way tango is 
taught in Montreal any different from what you have 
seen elsewhere?

Tomas Howlin: The tango scene in Montreal defi-
nitely has its own personality, but it is also in constant 
change. In my travels, I often hear people talking about 
how different dancing in Montreal is. Back when I 
moved here, the dancing was more traditional, more 
classic tango. Now, I see a larger spectrum of styles 
and personalities on the dance floor. The teaching is 
also different, and this has been crafted over time and 
influenced by two main features that distinguish this 
community from others. 
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First, the extensive experience of some of its danc-
ers, and second the presence of well-established 
tango schools. Very few cities in North America 
have tango schools like Montreal has. That has a 
very distinct impact on the dancing and the teach-
ing. I think that some of the local teachers have 
been teaching regularly for more than ten years.

MTW: It is true that in many other places, the 
teaching structures are quite small. Some of our 
schools offer ten or more regular classes a week! 
You mentioned how experienced are some of the 
teachers. Would you say that Montreal students are 
particularly lucky in terms of their teachers’ knowl-
edge and for benefitting from resident and visiting 
Argentinian teachers ? 

Tomas Howlin: Yes, that is true. Not many com-
munities in the world have tango schools like Mon-
treal. I would say that this city is lucky to have so 
many options for learning tango available. The qual-
ity of the teaching in many cases is very good, but 
that is not a standard. Like everywhere else, there 
are also mediocre teachers in Montreal. Students 
should use their discernment before choosing a 
teacher, research for teachers’ experience and cre-
dentials, and always consult and scout for options. 
The same applies to visiting instructors.

MTW: Would you say that the city and its cultural 
environment have influenced your teaching or your 
tango projects? In other words, did Montreal bring 
you something?

Tomas Howlin: Growing up and living in Buenos 
Aires gave me so much tango, but I also received 
a lot from my students and the experiences I have 
gathered over time. In the last thirteen years, I’ve 
taught mostly in the United States, some in Europe 
and Montreal. The landscape of my tango road is 
mixed with many tango communities, not just Mon-
treal. Living in Montreal has given me a lot person-
ally that has allowed me to keep pursuing tango as 
a career. Working in North America and Europe 
on a whole has given me access to information and 
training that is very hard to get in Argentina. 

The challenge is trying to figure out how to keep 
growing my tango while living so far away from Bue-
nos Aires. I live isolated from my tango colleagues 
and those valuable exchanges. The positive side is 
that having access to different information about 
movement and teaching, 

I was able to then study a lot about learning tech-
nologies, strategies, and approaches outside of tango. 
Teaching abroad has allowed me to use a less tradi-
tional methodology, grow my own voice in tango, and 
use what I know about the art and science of learning 
without hesitation. This would have been harder to do 
in Buenos Aires.

MTW: Can you tell us more about your Tango Learn-
ing project in its many layered aspects and how it dif-
fers from the ways we usually think about learning or 
teaching tango?

Tomas Howlin: Tango Learning is my latest project, 
but it is already three years old. It is an intensive study 
program that combines body work with academic 
material and work style within the context of Argen-
tine Tango. This makes it unique. Tango Learning is 
designed to offer multidisciplinary resources to train 
experienced tango dancers on how to better learn 
and maximize every learning experience. During the 
training, there are preparation assignments, tango 
homework, study materials, and team work. Each of 
these elements is unprecedented in tango.
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MTW: What would be your next teaching project?

Tomas Howlin: Yes, I am now ready to announce 
a new model for workshops — the Intensive Se-
ries. It is a series of weekends, specially conceived for 
smaller tango communities. The workshops focus on 
community building and providing solid fundamentals 
for dancers at any level. I visit the same communities 
three to five times a year and work with them on-
line throughout the seminar process. This allows me 
to offer consistent training opportunities. Many people 
have been asking me for something like this for years. 
Each seminar has weekly assignments and challenges, 
video review material, and exclusive resources only 
accessible to the program participants. I have already 
been doing this in Massachusetts for one year now, 
and I am working with a few other communities that 
are interested in implementing the same model. It’s 
very exciting.

MTW: How do you foresee the future of tango in 
Montreal?

Tomas Howlin: I see lots of potential for Montreal 
becoming a center for tango, again. The community has 
many talented and passionate dancers, enthusiastic or-
ganizers and generous hosts. This bright future will only 
happen if some central attitudes change. All of the many 
organizations in Montreal must begin understanding 
and envisioning a different landscape for tango. They 
need to begin seeing beyond their immediate needs. 
Montreal needs more support for beginners, more af-
fordable tango opportunities for everyone, and more 
whole community events where everyone is involved. 
All the parts are there, it just needs to come together.

MTW: Thank you, Tomas. It has been a pleasure talk-
ing with you.

You can find more about Tomás at 
http://tomashowlin.com/

https://www.facebook.com/events/267262496984315/
https://www.amazon.com/Banadeek-Taala-Amr-Diab/dp/B005TKF402/ref=sr_1_4?s=music&ie=UTF8&qid=1481839560&sr=1-4&keywords=amr+diab
https://www.amazon.com/Frank-Amy-Winehouse/dp/B000PKG7I4/ref=sr_1_4?s=music&ie=UTF8&qid=1481839606&sr=1-4&keywords=amy+winehouse
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Yannick Allen-Vuillet

Quebec City, an Alternative Bastion

The Quebec City tango community celebrated its twentieth anniversary in September 2015. These two 
decades were rich with all sorts of events. There were milongas, classes, shows, festivals, dance parties 
and other types of events organized by the many schools, as well as l’Association Tango Québec. Because 
of its population and geographical location, Quebec City has become the breeding ground of a growing 
tango community that remains a small family.  What really distinguishes this goup is its interest in novelty 
and its research in the dance.

In recent years, a return to tradition and Argen-
tine folklore could be observed, internationally. The 
style of music and how to dance have been marked 
by a significant return to the roots, leaving behind 
the more contemporary avenues. Despite this, the 
scene in tQuebec City has retained a rather inno-
vative approach to dance. The persistent openess 
of Quebec is mainly embodied in the person of 
Nancy Lavoie and ideas that she conveys. She is 
the founder of Avenue Tango in 1995, first tango 
school in the city. Nancy is distinguished by an ap-
proach that preserves the origins of tango while 
evolving it into a contemporary practice. She is also 
a professional massage therapist. Her understand-
ing of the human body and its mechanics guide her 
vision of dance and pedagogy.

She has also run the Avenue Tango dance troupe, 
one of the main channels for renewal and novelty 
in the Quebec City tango community. The group 
has been effective in disseminating Nancy’s vision 
of tango over the years. It has produced a number 
of shows over the past two decades, such as: Color 
Tango (2001), Showgirl (2006), Tabac.Alcool.Ec-
tasy (2011), TER tango (2015), Rose Chair (2016) 
and Ultimo (2016).  

The troupe has given performance opportunities to 
many dancers, allowing them to perfect their tech-
nique and stage presence, and helping to skyrocket 
the overall dance level of the community. The influ-
ence Nancy Lavoie’s ideas and of her tango troupe 
has gradually infiltrated into all aspects of tango dance 
in the city. This variety and openness that are felt at 
many levels, giving the city and its activities a unique 
and recognizable flavor.

A wide variety of musical genres are played and 
danced in the milongas of the city. It is one of the 
characteristic aspects of the tango in Quebec City. 
In addition to traditional Argentine composers, sev-
eral contemporary artists are added to the list. Tom 
Waits, Patrick Watson, Lhasa, and Arthur H are just 
a few names that share the musical space with Carlos 
di Sarli and Juan D’Arienzo. There is something for 
any musical tastes, from the most conservative to the 
most experimental.

Every dancing space has its own personality. For ex-
ample, Les Salons d’Edgar is a famous central point 
not only for the dancers of the provincial capital, but 
also for the cultural sector, in general. It cannot fail to 
enchant with its hushed and subdued atmosphere. 

photo by Geneviève Allard
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Richly decorated with tapestries, chandeliers, wood 
paneling, and warmed in winter by a sublime burn-
ing fireplace, this place has brought together artists 
and intellectuals of the city for over eighteen years. 
A weekly milonga is held here every Sunday eve-
ning, attracting the faithful tangueros. 

Another space that has welcomed tangueros for 
years is the bar called Le Drague. A milonga is held 
every Tuesday night in the relaxed atmosphere 
of the cabaret. It starts right at the end of the 
work day. The happy hour drink formula is always 
stretched to the end of the evening. 

Quebec City tangueros also dance outdoors, with 
a summer milonga held in the gardens of City Hall, 
in the heart of Old Quebec.

For several years, several major world cities have 
gradually developed alternative communities com-
monly called  Queer Tango. Organizers have creat-
ed festivals in such cities as Paris, Berlin, New York 
and Montreal. At the heart of the Queer Tango 
movement is the desire to discard heteronorma-
tive tango habits, loosen the rules and open the 
roles to anyone who wants to dance them, regard-
less of gender.  Although Québec demonstrates a 
strong tendency for the changing of roles, no spe-
cific queer subgroup has been formed.  However, it 
is common to see several dancers switch roles with 
ease at milongas throughout the city.

Quebec City’s tango history is marked by a tradi-
tion of creativity and innovation, in large part thanks 
to Nancy Lavoie and Avenue Tango. The commu-
nity encourages alternative music and frequent role 
changes, setting it apart from many others. The city 
may be small in size, but it is big in personality and 
innovation.

photo by Francis Fontaine
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https://www.facebook.com/events/941862745898338/
https://www.amazon.com/Histoire-tango-French-PIAZZOLLA-Astor/dp/B00006RJNL/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1481839780&sr=1-3&keywords=piazzolla
http://moderntangoworld.com/subscribeonly.php
http://tangorico.com/
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Quebec’s World of Tango Music

Caroline Demers

Within the tango music groups of Montreal, there is 
usually at least one person of South American origin. 
Most studied music without ever thinking that one 
day, they would be playing tango music. But their cul-
tural heritage was so deeply implanted in them that 
tango became quite natural. 

This was the case with Damian Nisenson, a saxo-
phonist who recognized that his childhood memories 
in Argentina of the sixties, had a tango soundtrack. 
People danced to this music played on their radio or 
in the popular venues with live orchestras of as many 
as thirty musicians. 

The pianist Victor Simon grew up in a family of folk 
musicians, in Santiago del Estero in northern Argenti-
na. At the age of three, he was playing the guitar with 
with his brothers in Los Hermanos Simón. By seven, 
he had improvised folk music on the piano. 

For Romulo Larrea, born in Uruguay, being a tango 
musician was a dream transmitted by his father. He 
had the privilege of studying bandoneon with one 
of the best pedagogues in Montevideo and listening 
to live orchestras of Anibal Troilo, Juan D’Arienzo, 
Alfredo De Angelis and Astor Piazzolla. 

Rooted in the soul of the Argentine people, the tango has conquered the whole world, as much by its music 
as by its dance. This musical culture that originated in the Rio de la Plata at the end of the 19th century was 
exported around the world at the beginning of the 20th century. The dancers, for their part, have appropri-
ated three musical styles proper into what is commonly called the Argentine tango — the milonga, the vals 
and the tango.  The names Osvaldo Pugliese, Anibal Troilo, Carlos Gardel and Astor Piazzolla resonate 
across the international tango community. Many other musicians and composers have contributed to the 
evolution and actualization of tango. Amongst them are several Quebecers who are presented here.

The Quebec bandoneonist Denis Plante was very 
young when he was seduced by the music of Astor 
Piazzolla, whom his parents listened to at home. He 
loved the music so much that he went to listen to it 
at the 1984 Montreal International Jazz Festival, going 
alone on his bicycle at the age of thirteen! 

Astor Piazzolla is a musician-composer who has pro-
foundly marked the twentieth century, both in Mon-
treal and throughout the world. His arrival in Montreal,  
deeply touched the heart of Quebec and contributed 
to the appearance of tango musicians in Quebec. His 
music still exerts a great influence on the style of many 
of today’s musicians. 

Pablo Bonacina, guitarist emeritus, says that his music 
is well written, accessible and easy to play. 

Piazzolla, at the end of the story, has added an en-
tire chapter for himself. This is the last, we are only 
epilogues. ... Astor Piazzolla remains the most impor-
tant figure, because of his work, his qualities as an 
interpreter, his global distribution, the place that his 
repertoire gave to well-written music and his vast 
general culture which, combined with his curiosity, 
allowed the evolution of the tango repertoire.

— Denis Plante

Ensemble Romulo Larrea
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Some of the music inspired by tango produced in Quebec
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https://www.amazon.com/Cruel-Tango-Francesco-Castiglione/dp/B00OAD5XR8/ref=sr_1_1?s=movies-tv&ie=UTF8&qid=1481840241&sr=1-1&keywords=cruel+tango
https://www.amazon.com/Cigala-Tango-Gran-Diego-El/dp/B004WD1J24/ref=sr_1_1?s=movies-tv&ie=UTF8&qid=1481840205&sr=1-1&keywords=cigala+%26+tango
http://www.moderntangoworld.com/tours/newyork/
http://moderntangoworld.com/subscribeonly.php
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In 1978, Romulo Larrea arrived in Montreal, from 
Uruguay. With two years experience as a bando-
neonist, he performed with Montreal’s first tango 
group, Tango x 4, an initiative of Ramon Pelinski. The 
group would later become Quartango who pro-
duced Quebec’s first tango album in 1984, Musica 
Viva. Romulo Larrea defines himself as a passionate 
dreamer of wonderful music. He sees the ensemble 
as the success of an immigrant artist in the process 
of integrating into his host country. The objective has 
been to preserve an authentic tango, with the collab-
oration of local musicians. Through his involvement 
for over 35 years in the diffusion of tango through 
prestigious tours and a collection of tango albums, 
he lives his dream. And this was done with a funda-
mental presence of Quebec musicians — a success-
ful integration via music!

Quartango, for its part, has become very active inter-
nationally, with eight albums and numerous awards 
to its name. Popular with the public, as well as critics, 
Quartango offers a nuanced music of mixed colors, 
both anchored in the classical tradition and moder-
nity with an  effervescence for live perfomances.

Since the late 1990s, the popularity of tango has 
grown substantially in Montreal. Several new musi-
cal groups have made their appearance, providing 
a variety of different styles. from traditional tango 
to contemporary and nuevo to tango blended with 
folkloric or classical music.

Intakto is a musical group that 
was formed in 1995 with Ale-
jandro Venegas, singer-guitarist 
of Chilean origin and Que-
bec’s Simon Claude (violin), 
Hugo Larenas (guitar), Sébas-
tien Pellerin (double bass) and 
Éric Breton (percussion). Their 
first album, Intakto, earned 
them a Prix Félix in 2002. 
Their second, Todavía, was 
released in 2007. The band 
found success on the local and 
international music scene. In 
2016, they launched Lazos, an 
album of which they describe 
as an album of true and endur-
ing friendship, the best kind of 
antidote to the passage of time..

In 1998, pianist Victor Simon formed Ensemble 
Montreal Tango with Carmen Piculeata (violin) and 
Christophe Papadimitriou (double bass). In 2000, 
the ensemble presented the show Tango Tango with 
Uruguayan bandoneonist Nestor Vaz Chaves. Denis 
Plante joined the ensemble in 2005 and they gave a 
concert at the Festival de Lanaudière. The ensemble 
is identified as one of the new cornerstones of tango 
nuevo in Quebec. In 2008, they recorded several al-
bums, including Enamorada. Victor Simon also devel-
oped courses on the interpretation of tango music 
for dancers, during which he played the piano, to the 
delight of the participants.

Sweatshop Tango was created in the 2000s. It is a 
Montreal quintet of young musicians from Argentina 
and Canada. Inspired by Astor Piazzolla and other 
composers such as Rodolfos Mederos and Gustavo 
Beytelmann. They skillfully play music from nuevo with 
an authentic touch. The group brings together mu-
sicologist Jonathan Goldman (accordion), Chantale 
Bergeron (violin), Amy Zanrosso (piano), Pablo Seib 
(double bass) and Pablo Bonacina (guitar) in an inter-
esting tango language discovery.

“Le tango, comme musique, comme émotion, 
comme expérience, comme geste, reste”

Tango, as music, as emotion, as experience, as 
gesture, remains relevant! To be alive, the tango 
must have live music! 

— Damian Nisenson

Intakto
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At the beginning of the 2000s, Denis Plante also 
formed the Ensemble Tango Vivo of Montreal, from 
which comes the album Noche de Tango. In 2012, he 
created the trio Tango Boréal, and recorded several 
albums. He has also developed an innovative concept, 
opera tangos that he is writing. It has a unique reper-
toire of tangos, waltzes and milongas sung in French, 
including Carmen: Amour Boréal and Évita: Diva du 
Tango! His career as a composer and performer has 
made him an artist in great demand.

The pianist and composer Jose Maria Gianelli has 
contributed a repertoire of tangos, milongas and 
waltzes. He has two CDs under his belt, both pro-
duced by the Canada Council for the Arts: Tango 
Loco, Tango Reo (2005) and Candombe de Montréal 
(2008). He is also the founder of El Trio Argentino. 
In the 1990s, they played a large repertoire of tradi-
tional dance tango, as well as original tangos, waltzes 
and milongas composed by Jose Maria Gianelli.Pablo 
Seib (double bass) and Andrée-Anne Tremblay (vio-
lin) form the rest of this trio which perform at milon-
gas and music festivals in Canada and the United 
States. Since 2007, Flavia Garcia has lent her voice to 
the ensemble and participates in the composition of 
lyrics, both in French and Spanish.

Radiotango is a recently formed ensemble of four mu-
sicians that are very active in Canada and internation-
ally. They have beed inspired by the great classics of 
the Golden Age intended for dance and use original 
arrangements that can please the greatest of purists. 

Argentine singer Damian Ni-
senson accompanies them with 
a voice that grew up in the heart 
of Buenos Aires and tells stories 
lived with legendary characters. 
For great concerts, they present 
a more modern repertoire, as 
well as their own compositions.

“Quien toca, no baila “ 

This old Argentine saying holds 
that musicians are not dancers, 
but is that still true? For musi-
cians like Victor Simon, Denis 
Plante, Mélanie Bergeron and 
Damian Nisenson, to know 
how to dance the tango adds 
to their musical interpretation. It 

helps them to adapt better to the dancers. Saxo-
phonist Charles Papasoff, who only began dancing 
in 2016, already considers it essential to be able to 
understand the dance in order to properly inter-
pret tango music.

As for dancers, some find it difficult to dance to 
live music. But according to Damian Nisenson, it 
is important to develop an interaction between 
musicians and dancers. 

To do better, we need you, [the dancers].
— Damian Nisenson

He quotes the piece from Piazzolla’s Cierra Tus Ojos 
y Escucha and tells us that we can dance to all the 
tangos, nuevos or traditional. It’s just closing your eyes, 
listening and getting carried away!

The opportunities to play are limited for tango 
musicians because this music is not part of the pri-
mary Quebec culture. The audience is often limited 
to tango dancers and it is the schools and own-
ers of milongas who hire musicians for their spe-
cial events. The majority of musicians, unfortunately, 
struggle to develop solid repertoires or even to 
create and innovate, because they must work on 
other projects, or have other jobs to live. It is clear 
that the engine that feeds their passion for tango is 
not the monetary gain. 

This music has its own rewards!

El Trio Argentino
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In Argentina, the young seem to be reappropriat-
ing the tango, as evidenced by Francine Pelletier’s 
film, Tango’s Revenge. If they are not completely re-
inventing the musical genre, their relaxed style and 
sometimes trash dynamic, their enthusiasm and per-
sistence have airs of renewal. It would be interesting 
to see young Quebec musicians master this music in 
order to breathe some fresh air into it and combat 
the stereotype that tango is for old people. It would 
also be nice if the local musicians were more often 
invited to rub shoulders with the dancers, in order 
to create a synergy and collaboration with them.

The synergy should also apply musical initiatives, 
such as the 7-9 Tango Festival created by Flavia 
Garcia in 2012: This monthly event is hosted with 
her partner, Jose Maria Gianelli, for lovers of tango 
and live music. Inspired by the small intimate shows 
that are common in the cafes of Buenos Aires, it 
allows a dialogue between the audience and the 
musicians.  They explore the facts about tango, us-
ing words, poetry, imagination, myths, legends, and 
the Argentine culture, in general. Guest musicians, 
poets and singers give a finished touch to evening. 
A real exchange takes place between the musicians, 
the singers and the audience, turning the environ-
ment into a unique creative space.  Victor Sanchez, 
Pablo Bonacina, Pablo Seib, Diego Zaldivar, Lucas 
Maxit, Sergiu Popa, Didier Dumoutier, Andrée-
Anne Tremblay, Damian Nisenson, Frédérique 
Marleau, Marcelo Martinez, Washington Cardozo, 
Irem Bekter, Claudine Carle, Ana Silvia Garcia, 
Damian Tuso Fernando Noy, Walter Palmieri and 
others have graced the event with their presence.

Tango has many social virtues: it is not only export-
ed to all the countries of the world, it is also danced 
and played within within small communities, allow-
ing exchange, mutual discovery, and a deepening of 
human potential. Let us hope that the passion of 
the dancers and musicians will converge in a sort 
of new golden age of the tango, beyond the borders 
of Argentina!

https://www.amazon.com/Ce-Bisogno-Damore-Califano-Franco/dp/B002APNPXW/ref=sr_1_11?s=music&ie=UTF8&qid=1481840407&sr=1-11&keywords=franco+califano
https://www.amazon.com/Toi-Moi-Gregoire/dp/B003F1UWZ4/ref=sr_1_6?s=music&ie=UTF8&qid=1481840366&sr=1-6&keywords=gregoire
https://www.amazon.com/Electrocardiotango-San-Telmo-Lounge/dp/B004O0URM8/ref=sr_1_3?s=music&ie=UTF8&qid=1481840449&sr=1-3&keywords=san+telmo+lounge
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  Milongas

Quebec Tango Guide

Montreal

Monday

20:30 - 00:00 Milonga No 5 Tango Social Club 7755 bvd St Laurent

Tuesday
20:00 - 01:00 Milonga la Noche Cosy.Zone 1456, rue Ste-Catherine Est

20:30 - 01:00 Red Light Milonga Espaces des Arts 9, rue Ste-Catherine Est

Wednesday
20:30 - 01:00 Milonga de Mis Amores École de tango Tangueria 6396 rue St-Hubert

20:30 - 01:00 Studio Tango Milonga Tango Social Club 7755 bvd St-Laurent

Thursday
21:00 - 01:00 Chez Coco Rialto Hall 5711 av. du Parc

21:00 - 01:00 Milonga Bomboncito Cozy.Zone 1456 rue Ste-Catherine Est

Friday
12:00 - 16:00 MidiMilonga Las Piernas Tango 1252 rue de Bleury
20:00 - 23:00 Connexion Tango MonTango 5588A, rue Sherbrooke Ouest
21:30 - 03:00 Milonga Tango Lounge Air de Tango 4324, bvd. St-Laurent

Saturday
13:30 - 16:30 Lo de Laura Tangueria 6396 rue St-Hubert
21:30 - 03:00 TSC Milonga Tango Social Club 7755 bvd St Laurent
21:00 - 01:00     Milonga Tango Libre Tango Libre 1650 Marie-Anne Est

Sunday
13:00 - 17:00 Cafe Domingo MonTango 5588A, rue Sherbrooke Ouest

19:00 - 21:00 7 á 9 Milonga La Petite Marche 5035 rue St-Denis

20:30 - 00:30 Las Piernas Milonga Las Piernas Tango 1252 rue de Bleury
Chambly

Sunday
20:00 - 23:00 Tango Rico Salle des Aînés 1390 ave Bourgogne
Granby

Monday
19:30 - 21:00 Tango Rebel 192 rue Cartier
Laval
Wednesday
18:30 - 23:00 Grand Studio Bar Dansant 1830 Boul St-Martin Ouest

https://www.facebook.com/StellaMaryCreations/
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 Milongas
Sherbrooke

Wednesday
7:30 - 10:00 Tango del Este 475 rue Colbert

Saturday
19:30 - 23:00 Milonga Tango del Este Pavillon Armand-Nadeau 220 Marchant Street

Sainte-Thérèse
Sunday
18:00 - 23:30 Tango Club Rive Nord 41 rue Blainville Ouest

Trois-Rivières
Friday
20:30 - 01:00 Milonga Tangusto 20 rue Jacinthe

Ville de Québec
Tuesday
18:30 - 21:00 Apéros Tango Cabaret le Drague 815 rue St-Augustin

Wednesday
19:00 - 22:00 Milonga des Jardins l’Hôtel de Ville Pierre-Olivier Chauveau

Thursday
20:30 - 0h00 Pratique et Milonga La Escalera 604 rue St-Vallier Ouest
Saturday 

20:30 - 01:00 Milonga La Escalera 604 rue St-Vallier Ouest
20:30 - 01:00 Milonga de Tango Québec Pavillon Desjardins 2305 rue de l'Université

21:00 - 23:30 Milonga Mariposas 990 1ère avenue

21:00 - 24:00 Milonga Les Pieds dans les Pas Holy Trinity 31 rue des Jardins

Sunday

20:00 - 24:00 Souper Dansant Salons d'Edgar 263 rue St-Vallier Est
21:00 - 13:30 Milonga Les Pieds dans les Pas Salle Jacques Cartier 1015 boul. René-Lévesque O

https://www.amazon.com/Tango-Spirit-Argentina-Course-Argentinean/dp/B003UW4MMM/ref=sr_1_2?s=movies-tv&ie=UTF8&qid=1481840943&sr=1-2&keywords=tango+spirit
https://www.amazon.com/Abrazos-Tango-Buenos-Daniel-Rivas/dp/B000FMGTSU/ref=sr_1_3?s=movies-tv&ie=UTF8&qid=1481840972&sr=1-3&keywords=abrazos
https://www.amazon.com/Tango-Maria-Stodtmeier/dp/B00TUCD9AM/ref=sr_1_2?s=music&ie=UTF8&qid=1481841082&sr=1-2&keywords=tango+maestros
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Dance Schools
Montreal
Academie de Tango (Cozy Zone) 1456 Rue Ste-Catherine Est +1 514-800-5926

https://www.facebook.com/CosyZone-Tango-Montreal-183212869408/
Air de Tango 4324 Boul St-Laurent +1 514-278-8781

https://www.facebook.com/AirDeTango/
Confidanse 1435 rue Wolfe +1 514-270-7257

https://www.facebook.com/ConfidanseMontreal/
Dance Conmigo +1 514-510-1374

https://www.facebook.com/DanceConmigo/ 
École de Tango de Marika Landry 136 Ave Fairmount Ouest +1 514-586-7103

https://www.facebook.com/ecole-de-tango-argentin-Marika-Landry-585303961573532/ 
École de Tango Tangueria 6396 Rue St-Hubert +1 514-495-8645

https://www.facebook.com/tangueria.demontreal
École Plaisir Tango 145 Ave. Bigaouette +1 418-849-2160

https://www.facebook.com/ecole-Plaisir-Tango-576005812438092/
Las Piernas Tango 1252 Rue de Bleury, +1 514-568-6646

https://www.facebook.com/LasPiernasTango/
MonTango Dance School 5588 Rue Sherbrooke Ouest +1 514-486-5588

https://www.facebook.com/montango.ca/
Studio Tango Montreal 7755 Boul St-Laurent +1 514-844-2786

https://www.facebook.com/StudioTangoMtl/
Tango Social Club 7755 Boul St-Laurent +1 514-512-9263

https://www.facebook.com/tangosocialclub/
Tango Libre 1650 Rue Marie-Anne +1 514-527-5197

https://www.facebook.com/tangolibre.ca/

Milonga In Canada  .........................  http://milongas-in.com/milongas-in-america.php?c=Canada
Tango Quebec  ................................  http://www.tangoquebec.org/
Milonga Canada  .............................  http://www.milonga.ca/
Tango Express  .............................  http://www.tangoexpress.org/
Grand Bal Tango ...........................  https://www.facebook.com/Grand-Bal-Tango-136951454270/

These are some of the Internet resources that were used to build this guide.It is a consolidation of 
information Please. check these resources in the future,  as we all know - things change.

WebSites
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Dance Schools Dance Schools

March Festivalito Turco https://www.facebook.com/festivalitoturco/

May Bailongo Montréal https://www.facebook.com/bailongomontreal

May Tango Nuevo Festival https://www.facebook.com/Tango-Nuevo-Festival-de-Montreal-195975560416274/

August Festival International de Tango https://www.facebook.com/FITMca/

October Abrazo Montréal https://www.facebook.com/Abrazo-Montreal-Tango-Marathon-499578890058155/

Annual Events

Chambly
Club Fadoq (Tango Rico) 1390 Av Bourgogne +1 514-835-6141

https://www.facebook.com/Tango-Rico-Rive-Sud-et-Montreal-wwwtangoricocom-178656260504/ 

Chicoutimi
Cœur Tango 38 Rue Price Ouest +1 418-820-6956

https://www.facebook.com/CoeurTangoSaguenay/

Ottawa
Dance Studios Canada 450 Rideau St +1 613-884-9869

https://www.facebook.com/groups/26905865335/
Siempre Tango 317 Chapel St, +1 613-789-9996

https://www.facebook.com/groups/290959870933267/

Sherbrooke
Tango Connivence 187 Boul Queen-Victoria +1 819-346-4722

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Tango-Connivence/540677189446606
Tango del Este 1183 Rue Évangéline +1 819-562-7917

https://www.facebook.com/groups/tangodeleste/

Ste-Thérèse
Tango Club Rive Nord 41 rue Blainville Ouest +514-894-7446

http://www.tangoclubrivenord.com/

Trois-Rivière
Ecole Tangusto 20 rue Jacinthe  +1 819-691-4456

http://www.facebook.com/tangusto3r/

Ville de Québec
Avenue Tango   735, rue Deligny #2 +1 418-524-8264

http://www.facebook.com/Avenue-Tango-271340422891709/
Ecole Passion tango 604 rue St-Vallie Ouest +1 418-380-0607

https://www.facebook.com/escuelapassiontango/
Ecole Plaisir Tango 145, rue Bigaouette +1 418 849-2160

http://ecoleplaisirtango.webs.com/
Ecole Tango 9 247, rue Saint-Vallier Est +1 418-683-7001

http://www.tango9qc.blogspot.com
Studios Tendance 3188, Chemin Ste-Foy +1 418-808-6729
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Bruno Ingemann

Moving Tango Painting 

Bruno Ingemann, lives in Denmark, making visual art for more than fifty years. He has been dancing 
tango for the last seven years. The goal of his project has been to become deeply immersed in what 
tango dancers experience. More than twenty paintings were completed while the painter was listening 
to tango melodies by famous orchestras such as Di Sarli, Fresedo, Canaro, Pugliese, Orquesta Tipica 
Victor and Calo.. You can see more of his work at his website: 

http://www.visualmemory.dk/contact.html

Ventarron, after a song by Elvino Vardaro, 1933 
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La Tormenta, after a song by Francisco Canaro, 1939 

Viviani, after a song by Carlos di Sarli,  1940 
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Trenzas, after a song by Miguel Caló, 1945 

Racing Club, after a song by Carlos di Sarli,  1940 
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Born 1945, Bruno Ingemann has been working 
with images all of his professional career as a 
graphic designer, photographer, illustrator, com-
munication planner, as well as a researcher, schol-
ar and teacher at several universities. 

These paintings are visualizations of movements 
associated with specific tango songs. When 
someone dances tango, it is very difficult to re-
trieve the experience in the drawings and paint-
ings.  As a dancer you experience the tango as 
intimacy, immersion and contact. These are feel-
ings and experiences that are difficult to find in 
the stereotypical images. of tango dancing. 

Spectators view the complexity of the couple’s 
tango movements from the outside, but their 
perspective mostly only sees the dancers as per-
forming a show.  This contrasts sharply with the 
experience of the dancers. They are not merely 
executing their dance for others but attempting 
to respond to the music, to their bodies and to 
the energies that generate the feeling and emo-
tions in their dance. There are the movements of 
the two bodies closely connected, moving along 
the floor at various speeds and rhythms. 

The physical experience involving the contrac-
tion and elongation of the muscles used in the 
embrace and the sequences of steps performed 
jointly with and around the partner. The body 
movements of the couple are framed by tango 
music and a dance floor filled with other mov-
ing couples whose actions present obstacles and 
challenges to the dancers.

This project attempts to examine the movements 
of the dancers without being limited to the spec-
tator’s way of thinking, nut rather by being more 
faithful to how the dancers feel and experience 
their dance. The medium used for doing this is 
multiple acrylic paintings, similar to a series of 
photographs.

The titles of the tango melodies were used as 
visual markers on the canvas to guide the feeling 
of the movements and energies in the melodies 
and in the paintings.

Chique, after a song by Osvaldo Pugliese, 1959  
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Sverre Indris Joner 
—  Electrocutango

Electrocutango is an electrotango music project found by Norwegian musician and composer Sverre In-
dris Joner. The ensemble, mostly known in the contemporary tango scene for its hit songs Felino and Re-
gina, They are appreciated for their irreverent, fusion-driven music which explores tango in different ways, 
combining tradition with avant-garde electronica in their two albums Felino (2004) and Adrenalina (2011). In 
april 2011,  Joner was given the honorary title of Académico Correspondiente by Horacio Ferrer of the 
Academia Nacional de Tango de Argentina. I had a nice and interesting talk with him about his past, present 
and future projects.

interview by Marco Buso

MTW:  Good day Sverre! Thanks for being here 
to talk a bit about Electrocutango.

Sverre: Hello Marco! Nice to meet you.

MTW: Let’s start from scratch. How was the 
Electrocutango project born, and what is the 
story behind its two CDs?

Sverre: The first idea came to my mind around 
2000, while I was recording the CD Tango for 
3 with my quartet ensemble. The name comes 
from the fact that the ensemble sounds like it was 
a trio, even if it actually is a quartet. I began ex-
perimenting with a song at that time. But, it was 
not included in the CD because it was destined 
for a theatrical project we were working on. 

This piece of music turned out to be the songm 
A Fuego Violento in the first Electrocutango 
CD, Felino. Later, I met the dancer Pablo Verón, 
who was busy at that time making the movie, The 
Tango Lesson. We discovered that we were both 
searching for new directions in tango, and that 
we shared interest in other forms of Latin and 
Western music as well. We kept in contact, shar-
ing ideas, sketches and enthusiasm. 

We decided to try and work together to set up 
a show. This happened when Pablo was living in 
Montréal. I went to Canada, where we worked to-
gether for a while. It was very nice, but he wanted 
it to be a very big production, and unfortunately 
our investor turned out to be unreliable. So, the 
project stopped after a while. 

Some time later, by a series of lucky coincidences, 
we were both asked by director Peter-Olav Sø-
rensen to take part in his play TanGhost, a tango 
version of the original Henrik Ibsen Ghost with 
tango. In the original play, one of the main charac-
ters, the dead husband, is unable to interact with 
the other characters, simply because he’s already 
dead, and yet very present and influential in their 
thoughts and decisions. Sørensen’s idea was to 
have Pablo act as this ghost character, being him 
only able to dance with the other people on stage, 
but not to speak or to interact with them in any 
other way. I was asked to compose the music for 
the play, and I decided to revive the Montréal mu-
sic project for this purpose. By the time the music 
was ready for the play, I thought: Wow, this is really 
good music, it can’t stop here!.

Maria de Buenos Aires Performance in Buenos Aires
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I decided to create a little music project out of it. 
I set up a recording studio, came up with a name 
for the band and started looking for musicians to 
join it. Of course, in the first place I invited my 
colleagues NAME?? (bass) and NAME?? (violin), 
accepted gladly. The bandoneón player was at that 
time pretty busy with a lot of other projects and 
actually wasn’t very much interested in making 
electronic music. So, I got someone else, NAME?? 
(bandeneon). 

After our first album, Felino, was released in 2004, 
we started to hold concerts. We were invited to 
play in many tango festivals across Europe, be-
cause the tango scene welcomed our music as 
new and interesting. After some time, I felt like the 
time was right to make another album. I called it, 
Adrenalina. In 2011, it was ready to be released. 
Iknew that it was a big risk, since at the time, the 
electronic tango wave started to go down, I de-
cided to release it in Buenos Aires, to get some 
more attention for it by the tango scene and press.

MTW: Let’s look at the way that you work. How 
do you approach composition? Where does your 
inspiration come from?

Sverre: The composition process was very differ-
ent between the first and the second album. The 
music of the first one was either created for the 
TanGhost or inspired by it. The music focuses on 
the search of a purpose for this theatrical piece, 
with Pablo trying to do the same on his dancing. It 
was quite a challenge to follow the direction of the 
story, which exists outside the music. Some songs 
were very difficult, because of some peculiar limit-
ing theatrical factors, rather than musical, such as 
length, dynamics, intensity. 

On the other hand, when I compose for myself, as 
was the case for the second album, the difficulty 
comes from the absence of extra-musical factors. 
Having too many limits and too much information 
is as dangerous as having too few of it. So, I usu-
ally start to build things freely one over the other, 
until at a certain point I stop and realize, OK, that 
is too much. At that point, I go back and remove 
everything I find unnecessary to the overall result. 
In Adrenalina, I tried to recreate a live concert of 
Electrocutango. focusing less on electronica and 
more on acoustic sounds and on the relation be-
tween human musicians and machines.
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Her voice comes directly from her feelings, truth-
ful and convincing, without any sort of theatrical 
acting. That’s why I admire her so much as a singer.
MTW: What can you tell us about your current proj-
ects and your plans for the future of Electrocutango?

Sverre: I am currently working on a third Elec-
trocutango album. I’m not yet sure about the di-
rection it’s going to take. I think it will use inspi-

ration from the experience of 
the first album Felino. I am also 
working with a film director on 
a movie score, and on the mix-
ing process of another record, 
which will not be by Electro-
cutango. It will carry  my own 
name on it and will feature 
Tango for 3, as well as the 
Norwegian Radio Sympho-
ny Orchestra. The recording 
will still be tango music, or at 
least tango filtered through my 
own interpretation of it. I ac-
tually include two symphonic 
arrangements of  Electrocu-
tango songs — Retrolonga 
and Victoriosa. It was quite 
a challenge to re-think these 
electronic-born songs with-
out using any machines. It will 
be interesting to compare this 
new experience with that of 
Electrocutango.

MTW: That’s great! We can’t wait to hear more of 
your music. Modern Tango World will stay tuned 
for all your future releases. Sverre, thank you very 
much for sharing your wonderful experience with us!

MTW: What about the not-so-known usage of vo-
cals of Electrocutango.

Sverre: In Buenos Aires I met with Astor Piaz-
zolla’s lyricist Horacio Ferrer, . Their outstanding 
work, the operita, Maria de Buenos Aires, had been 
an insiration.  We toured with him as a narrator and 
Julia Zenko as a singer. I had been working with 
Julia for some years. 

She is the vocalist on all the four sung pieces we 
have made, so far. They are all tributes to pre-ex-
isting tango, new tango and theatrical masterpiec-
es: Cambalache is one of the all-time most iconic 
tangos written by Enrique Santos Discépolo,. Yo 
soy Maria is from the aforementioned play Maria 
de Buenos Aires by Piazzolla and Ferrer, Renaceré 
is also by Piazzolla and Ferrer. The original title was 
Preludio para el año 3001. Sin Piel was written by 
Eladia Blázquez. 

When it comes to tango singing, I personally think 
that in many cases it sounds very much like theatre. 
Many vocalists seem to try to fit old-fashioned ways 
of singing into the piece, building strong, emotion-
driven lines, as if they are painting a picture that goes 
back in time.  I find Julia to be different from that. 
She sings in a straight and yet emotional way, 

Horacio Ferrer with Sverre Idres Joner
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https://www.amazon.com/Tango-Teachers-Alexandru-Eugen-Cristea/dp/1522700420/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1481841224&sr=1-1&keywords=tango+for+teachers
https://www.amazon.com/Lovers-Tango-Mark-Rubinstein/dp/0985626828/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1481841184&sr=1-1&keywords=lovers+tango
https://www.amazon.com/Tango-Guitar-Brian-Chambouleyron/dp/157424146X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1481841258&sr=1-1&keywords=tango+guitar
https://www.amazon.com/Tango-Belinda-Bennett-Mini-Mystery-ebook/dp/B01HH3464S/ref=sr_1_8?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1481841331&sr=1-8&keywords=two+to+tango
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La Vagoneta Tanguera

To think about tango is to fill your head with passionate images, red colors and 
sensual movements. However, that is a small part of the universe of the genre. 
Whoever has been touched by the tango talks about the need for a good milonga, 
to be seduced for hours until dawn. This is where we find La Vagoneta Tanguera.

The group consists of six milongueros, who have 
become obsessed with the  tango, but need to 
have a place to dance. They have worked for little 
more than a year in conjunction with the Oui Pres-
se Café devloping a milonga that is faithful of the 
Argentine ambiance. Five of the milongueros origi-
nate in Guadalajara and one comes from Monter-
rey. They seek to offer a milonga in Guadalajara 
that retains the milonga codes used in Buenos 
Aires. The events occur approximately every six 
weeks. It is part of their philosophy to not com-
pete with the previously organized milongas in the 
city. Instead, they seek to buils a tango community 
in which most will be able to attend events with-
out having to choose where to go dancing.

As part of their publicity, they have invested in a 
promotional video, featuring DJ Queretaro and 
milongueros from other states. They hope to pro-
mote the integration of the tango community both 
with Jaliso and throughout Mexico. 

Tango in Mexico is characterized by a gap of schools 
or styles. In order to embrace the full sense of the 
tango, a free exchange between every milongueros 
who wants to participate.

During this first year, La Vagoneta Tanguera has an 
aired this renewed concept of milonga. Their plans 
do not stop here. They seek to further promote 
their activities to the grow of the tango community 
in Guadalajara. Hopefully, it will become not only the 
best milonga the city, but one of the best in Mexico.

On the other hand, looking for the growth and the 
addition of new members to the tango community 
in Guadalajara, La Vagoneta Tanguera has invited 
dancers of national and international stature to col-
laborate with workshops that share the knowledge 
of different topics such as close embrace, milonga, 
musicality, salon tango, etc, helping to enrich the 
knowledge of the community and grow hand in 
hand with other dancers.

Veronica Peinado
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https://www.amazon.com/Caotica-Ana-Jocelyn-Pook/dp/B001MPZH1O/ref=sr_1_1?s=music&ie=UTF8&qid=1481841475&sr=1-1&keywords=caotica+ana
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Tango Book Review

In Strangers’ Arms 
by Beatriz Dujovne

Tango lives inside us telling its old stories again and again. 
Tango is personal and universal at the same time. 

The book In Strangers’ Arms begins by putting a reader into 
a parallel universe, full of contradictions, contrasts between 
light and dark, sad tangos and happy milongas — intense 
moments in the presence of a complete stranger on emp-
ty streets. This book is a masterpiece of Argentine tango’s 
social life written by Beatriz Dujovne. 

It is full of photographies of people and places, one can 
perceive the outpouring of feelings and stories from Bue-
nos Aires and around the world. It is a sincere experience 
of the moment, with all its glory and pathos accumulated 
over the years. The book is a wonderful history lesson 
and warm and caring study of people and places that 
gave birth to the cultural treasure - tango. Beyond myths 
and propaganda, beyond the false history told in some 
American movies, and beyond all known metaphors, Be-
atriz Dujovne gives you the possibility to embrace the 
real thing — an honest tango. She tells its beautiful but 
troubled history with heart larger than life.

In the latter part of the book, the poetry of tango is intertwined with the poetry of everyday life in a 
milonga. Because most of the tango songs have a story, the lyrics can be of an utmost importance when 
we dance. We paint the music with our steps, dancing the lyrics with our hearts. Many famous tangos are 
translated in the book, so that the book can be a tool for connoisseurs. The eternal melancholy of a magical 
embrace with a perfect stranger lives in the  present moment filled with unimaginable tenderness in real-life 
communion. The reader will be haunted long after the book is read. The book has many stories will linger 
on and make you smile while going again and again to milongas.

Alexandru Eugen Cristea

https://www.amazon.com/Strangers-Arms-Magic-Tango/dp/0786463899/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1481842155&sr=1-1&keywords=In+Strangers%E2%80%99+Arms
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Arndt Büssing
New Tango Music

San Telmo Lounge: Doble Imperfecto

San Telmo Lounge is is one of the 
few contemporary tango ensem-
bles that have found a unique trade 
mark sound. They clearly have es-
tablished themselves among the hot 
spots of the creative modern tango 
scene. Composer and mastermind 
Martin Delgado brought in his 
music preferences from Rock, Jazz-
Rock, Modern and Classic Tango. It 
is quite clear that San Telmo Lounge 
has more to offer than several other, 
rather tango conservative ensembles.

Started as as a one-man project, 
it became a quartet, and they are 
today a septet with Martin Delga-
do (guitars), Ariel Aguilar (bando-
neon), Lucas Polichiso (piano and 
keyboards), Maximiliano Natalutti  
(violin), Tutu Rufus (bass guitar), Se-
bastian Mamet (drums) and Laura 
Cardini (vocals). Their tonal scope is 

much richer than before, but not principally different. If you like the music of their 2010 album Al 
filo with its mild progressive jazz-rock influences, you will like this new one, too.

Doble Imperfecto is meant as a double album with two different sides: 10 vocal tracks on the A 
side with 10 instrumentals on the B side. However, these two different facets of the ensemble 
are placed on a single CD. A disadvantage of modernity. With the engagement of Laura Cardini 
as their regular singer, San Telmo Lounge has been able to follow their intention of combining a 
Piazzolaesc esthetic with influences of British pop and rock music as Martin Delgado explains.
 
The arrangements are simple and straightforward, but nevertheless graceful. Laura Cardini has a 
gentle and airy voice that fits perfect with the likeable songs anf their beautiful melodies. . Since 
several years I salute Martin Delgado for writing songs, such as Vida Partida, with intelligent melo-
dies that find their way to the listener´s heart. But, I am not sure which side I like best – the A or 
B? The good news is, you can have them both for one

Overall Scoring (1-5 stars): **** 
Dancer´s pleasure < Listener´s pleasure  
Duration: 65 min. 
Artist´s website: http://www.santelmolounge.com.ar/

http://www.santelmolounge.com.ar/ 
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El Cachivache Quinteto: Tango Punk, Vol. 1

The El Cachivache Quinteto, founded in 2008, steamroll us with nine historical tango 
tracks full of overflowing vitality and temperament.  Yet, you should avoid to look at their 
promotional photos or to take the album title ‘tango punk’ too literally. They play definitely 
danceable songs with a vital root in the tango tradition, and don´t vandalize the heart of 
tango as one might otherwise expect. They love these old songs – and also have their own 
milonga where they often play as musicians or where they DJ.

Founders, musical directors and 
arrangers Vito Venturino (gui-
tar and bass) and Pablo Monta-
nelli (piano) invited Negro de 
La Fuente (bandoneon), Pacha 
Mendes (upright bass) and Nico 
Franco (violin) to join the team. 
Now that their album Tango Punk 
Vol. 1 is out, it is definitely worth 
it. You seldom hear compositions 
from Rafael Iriarte, Carlos di 
Sarloi, Edgardo Donato, Mario 
Canaro etc. performed with such 
a vivid enthusiasm. Maybe this is 
what is meant by the punk ap-
proach – Don´t care about the 
expectations, have fun, enjoy the 
present moment, and wow the 
audience. The applause is on your 
side.  Well, done. 

 

Overall Scoring ***** 
Dancer´s pleasure > Listener´s pleasure 
Duration : 26 min.  
Artist´s website: http://www.elcachivache.info/

http://www.elcachivache.info/
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Juan José Mosalini: Alma de Tango

This is a CD album with associated DVD video of the dancers Jorge Rodriguez and Maria 
Filali. I will focus only on the music by this exquisite quartet consisting of Juan José Mosalini 
(bandoneon), Diego Aubia (piano), Sébastien Couranjou (violin), Leonardo Teruggi (con-
trabass) and the exceptional singer Sandra Rumolino. They pull out all the stops to attract 
their audience, ranging from energetic verve and accentuated dynamic to cautious frailty. 
Their fifteen interpretations of classical tangos and modern compositions are all convincing. 
Several of the songs are heard 
quite often, such as Antonio 
Caldara’s Pasional, Mariano Mo-
res’ Uno, Carlos Gardel´s Volver 
or Astor Piazolla´s Oblivion. But 
they present them with all their 
heart and passion, and there is 
no doubt that these songs were 
orchestrated exclusively for this 
ensemble. 

It is difficult to resist their vibrant 
version of Osvaldo Pugliese´s 
Bordeno y 900, or Sandra 
Rumolino´s touching interpreta-
tion of Gardel´s Volver. Mosalini´s 
own compositions, La Voz De La 
Libertad, Milonga para Dos and 
Apretonados, can easily be com-
pared with Astor Piazzolla. Mo-
salini is in fact a living legend who 
has played with dazzling icons 
such as Domingo Federico, Os-
valdo Pugliese, Astor Piazzolla 
and others.

For me, this album should be counted among the most relevant recordings within the past 
few years. Self-evidently musical director Juan José Mosalini is outstanding, and with the 
singer, Sandra Rumolino, the ensemble will certainly the difference. 

Overall Scoring ***** 
Dancer´s pleasure < Listener´s pleasure 
Duration : 65 min.  
Artist´s website: https://www.facebook.com/juanjose.mosalini

https://www.facebook.com/juanjose.mosalini
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Tango Moves

Giros — The intention of thes Tango Moves articles is to increase the tango vocabulary of our 
readers in the belief that knowing the names for these moves will help people talk about them. In ad-
dition, I have tried to expose some of the improvisational alternatives. This is not intended to supplant 
taking classes. The idea is to describe, in words,  various tango moves. In general, they are almost im-
possible to photograph. Video is somewhat better. But, nothing can replace taking a class and practice. 

Other than walking, the most common tango moves must be rotations (giros). These rotations may 
be around the leader, around the follower, or around a shared middle axis, and finally, the dancer may 
simply spin on their own axis. There are many ways for the axial partner move while the partner on 
the rim goes around. Similarly, there are many ways, that the rim partner may circumscribe the axial 
prtner. We will describe a few of them. 

Raymond Lauzzana

Let’s first look at rotations where the leader is the hub, 
and the follower moves around the leader.

Windmills (Molinetes) 
This is probably the most common type of rota-
tion.  It is composed of several steps which com-
plete a circle. With the leader as the hub, the fol-
lower grapevines around. The follower takes four 
steps with alternating feet to complete the circle 
— open to side, forward, open to side, back. In 
addition, the step pattern may form a square for 
tango timing or it be executed in circular motion 
for a vals. Most commonly, the molinete sequence 
is performed counterclockwise, and begins with 
a side step to the left of the leader.  However, it 
may also be conducted counter-clockwise, and be-
gin with any of the three steps — side(abierto), 
back(atras) or forward(adelante). 

You might ask “What is the leader doing while the 
follower is dancing in a circle?” Well, there are sev-
eral possibilities. In all cases, the leader maintains a 
position facing the follower, or leading the follower 
so that they will be facing once more.

Simple Hub
Well, one thing that the leader may do is simply 
step around as the follower passes, maintining up-
per body  rotation to face the follower.

Heel Pivot (Pivoté de Tacón) 
This is a rather simplified pivot without much com-
plication. After stepping forward for momentum, the 
leader pivots on the heel of the forward foot,  bring 
the free foot to a close, withoutt changing weight. 

Basic Swivel
The leader spins on the ball of the supporting foot. 
Often, a step forward is takeb to gain momentum. The 
swivel may be clockwise or counter-clockwise. Some-
times,  the leader crosses the free foot behind the 
standing foot. It is important for the leader to swivel 
on the ball of the standing foot, and not engage the 
heal. The heal will act as a break on the swivel.

Pivots (Pivotés) 
Similar to swivols, except that there is  weight change 
to he rear crossed foot to continue the circular move-
ments, spinning on the toe of that foot, in a same direc-
tion. A full 360° rotation can be accomplished in two 
steps. Most commonly, this begins with with left foot 
crossed behind the right for a counter-clockwise rota-
tion. But, it may be done in either direction. Often, the 
leader’s free leg is fanned behind to the cross.  With 
rotated upper body, the leader then unwinds, pivoting 
to the standing foot.

Twists (Enrosques) 
A more extreme pivot in which the leader twists his 
legs, and upper body. and then unwinds in corkscrew. 
The action begins with the free foot locked behind the 
supporting foot., and the upper body rotated in the 
opposite direction. This move is frequently preceded 
by a lapis, drawing the direction of the rotation with 
the free foot. The move is composed of two parts the 
wind-up and the unwind.  The follower has many alter-
natives, some led to follow the leader’s rotation. 

Now let’s look at the rotations in which the follower is the 
hub, and the leader is the rim. There are several varia-
tions. But, all are derived from the calesita.
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Carousel (Calesita) 
This is a rotation in which the follower stands erect 
on the ball of her foot and the leader rotates the 
follower by walking around in a tight circle around 
the follower. The leader may walk forward or back-
ward, clockwise or counterclockwise.  The most 
commona version is to walk backwards counter-
clockwise around the follower. It frequently begins 
with an outside parada of the follower’s left foot.  
The follower is then swiveled on the supporting 
foot. The rotation may be from 90 to 360°.

The start of the carousel is often led by a slight 
lifting of the follower’s torso. The parada may be 
closed into a sandwich of the follower’s foot, per-
miting a slight colgada at the start. The carousel may 
also be terminated in a haigh gancho or boleo, de-
pending on the direction of rotation. 

Sepentine (Serpentina) 
The leader steps around the follower with forward 
swivels. The steps are forward around, swivel side-
tep, repeat. The follower may stand still or swivel 
on a single foot. The leader’s inside hand is at the 
follower’s waist.

Here are a few moves in which a dancer spins, 
while the partner more or less stands still. They are 
rather special moves that should only be used for 
very special ocassions.

Spiral Pivot (Espiral) 
May be done by either partner. The dancer steps 
forward, wraps the free leg around the standing leg, 
and using the forward momentum, spins on the ball 
of the standing foot. 

Marionette (Marioneta) 
The leader holds the follower’s hand above her 
head so that the follower spins beneath it. The 
leader may induce more rapid rotation by swirling 
his hand. 

Cobra (Cobra) 
Same as the marionette except that the follower is 
lowered & raised up again. To accomplish this the 
follower must extend her free leg outward, and the 
leader must provide space for her extended leg. 

Lastly, let’s consider the rotations in which the part-
ners share an axis between them. Shared axis roto-
tions are some of the more elegant types of ro-
tations. They frequently include hanging away from 
each other, in a colgadas. 

If this is done, the leader needs to prepare the fol-
lower to slightly lean out. Often, the follower may 
grasp the the leader’s bicep for a secure hold. The 
leader’s marque may very. But, a slight lift or raising 
up is a common indication.

Double Molinete (La Orbita) 
In this case, both partners go around a central 
point, mirroring each other’s moves. Timing is ev-
erything in this move. The steps may be accompa-
nied by a slight leaning away (colgada).  

Rotation in Parallel (Revolucíon) 
Dancing in mirror image, both dancers step for-
ward to touch insteps. If with right foot, both 
swivel on the right, clockwise. If on the left, they 
rotate counter clockwise. Their free foot may be 
in a variety of positions.

Round Fans (Planeos) 
The follower fans her free leg out as the follower 
rotates. To accomplish this, the follower must be 
lowered, so that the follower bend the support-
ing leg, and extend the free leg. The leader then 
rotates between 90 to 180°. Exceptional dancers 
can make this 240°.  The move may end with a 
gancho, as the follower is raised to a standing posi-
tion.

Double Round Fan (Planeo Doble) 
The partners dance in parallel reflection, both 
partners on the same foot. about a shared axis. 
The partners must keep their shoulders parallel, 
and face each other, as they lower their bodies, 
bend their standing legs and extend their free legs. 
They should both be standing on the same foot 
with their feet side-by-side. Depending on the 
stance, different finish results may be produced, 
such as pasada, boleo, cuatro.

Counter Round Fan (Contra Planeo) 
Similar to the double round, except that the danc-
ers are standing on opposite feet. For example 
the man is on his right, and the follower is on her 
left. They must be standing toe-to-toe before they 
begin.Both extend their feet to a cross behind, 
possibly with a touch, to broad lowered open-
ing. They may then continue with a semi-circular 
sweep of the floor, in mirror reflection as they rise 
to a closed position. 

. 
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Letters 

Awesome!!! Blessings, and thank you for every-
thing!!! ... Thank you so much for the new edition 
of MTW about Mexico! We love Murat Erdemsel, 
can´t get enough about him, it was a nice surprise 
to see there is an article about his work.

— Úrsula Carranza Peñaranda 

Thank you! un abrazo!!!
— Miguel Di Genova

You do a great job. Thx!
— Vasilis Psomos

Very professional.
— David Chayes

Nice job!
— Tammy Lee McClure

Thanks for the great work I just signed up for 
the online subscription. Un Abrazo Tanguero. 

— Allen Kluse
Thank You!

— MTW

Great News, Thank You
— Carlos Libedinsky

A world of music here in Music City. I like what you 
are doing and will spread the word in Nashville.

— Mike East

Thanks for sharing your thoughts and views on 
tango! Please consider adding Montreal, Canada.

— Obroa Skai
We Did!

— MTW
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Montreal
01. Air de Tango Lounge ...............4324, Blvd St-Laurent

02, Cozy Zone ...............................1456, Ste-Catherine Est

03. Espaces des Arts.....................9, rue Ste-Catherine Est

04. Las Piernas ..............................1252, rue de Bleury

05. MonTango ................................5588A, Sherbrooke Ouest

06. Parc de la Petite-Italie .............Blvd St-Laurent and rue St-Zotique

07. Parc Notre-Dame-de-Grâce ...av. Girouard and rue Sherbrooke

08. Parc Sir Wilfrid-Laurier ............ rue De Mentana and av. Laurier.

09. Parc St-Viateur ........................ rue Bernard and rue Bloomfield

10. Rialto Theatre ..........................5723, av. du Parc

11. Serres Municipales de Verdun 7000, Blvd LaSalle

12. St-James Theatre ....................265 rue St-Jacques

13. Studio Tango ............................7755 Blvd St-Laurent 

14. Tango Libre ..............................1650 Marie-Anne Est

15. Tango Social Club ...................7755 Blvd St-Laurent 

16. École de tango Tangueria  ......6394 rue St-Hubert

VILLE DE QUEBEC

01. Association du Tango Argentin ............ 604 rue St-Vallier Ouest

02. Café Culturel Intercambio .................... 990 1re ave

03. Cathedral of the Holy Trinity ................ 31 rue des Jardins

04. Club de Curling Jacques-Cartier ......... 1015 bvd René-Lévesque Ouest

05. l’Hôtel de Ville ....................................... 2 rue Pierre Olivier Chauveau

06. La Maison Michel-Sarrazin .................. 2101 chemin St-Louis 

07. Les Salons d’Edgar .............................. 263 rue St-Vallier Est

08. Maison Charles-Berthelot .................... rue Pierre-Olivier

09. Pavillon Maurice-Pollack ...................... 2305 rue de l’Université
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